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    Automated Warehousing Logistics is a sunrise science and technology industry, 
application prospect. In this regard, German DEMATIC, Japan DAIFUKU, China 
Kunming Shipbuilding Equipment Co.Ltd. and other companies have more in-depth 
research, application and years of experience in equipment manufacturing. 
    Automation Warehouse and Logistics System was involved many subjects 
and a variety of technologies, processes and applications. If there didn’t have a 
good ways to study was not able to fully understand the logistics system. This 
thesis mainly focuses on the specific applications about Automated Warehouse 
Logistics System in Xiamen Tobacco Industrial Co. Ltd. as a starting point. In this 
paper, creating the Location-Coding Analytical Method and using encoded analysis 
from two directions is to explain the structure and the basic operation principle of the 
Automated Warehouse Logistics System in the tobacco industry about the business 
solutions and a detailed analysis of some work session. The last example illustrates 
have a made-up coding methods of the results from the analysis. 
    The main jobs and the innovation of this thesis: 
    First, had put forward and adopt Location-Coding Analytical Method on the 
analysis. The idea came from the united coding for the books in library. The 
corresponding Location-Coding Analytical Method created in this paper was the basis 
of analyzing with the system. Code was divided into seven on behalf of the system at 
all levels of the ways to classify separately. The encoding analytical method helps to 
achieve standardization and normalization of the system. 
   Second, analyzed the use of the logistic equipment of the tobacco industry with 
the logistics technology and further developing for one of the most important part - 
Automated Warehousing Logistics Information System. Draw the structure-analysis 
charts and found improving opportunity when I further researching the Logistics 
Information System. It helps the system functions expanded. 















build the stereoscopic warehouse and especially for two major production process 
finished product warehouses and auxiliary material warehouses in the tobacco 
industry logistics system which is the most widely applied and the most mature 
technological. It had draw many flow charts of the different levels in the whole 
process of analysis, meticulously encoded and decompounded each work step, 
expanded to form the coded-flowcharts in the end. It fully demonstrates the process of 
the encoding analysis and helps that to improve the system functions and the process 
optimization and the efficiency of the flow. 
    Finally, against the logistic system in Xiamen Tobacco Industrial Co. Ltd. to 
demonstrate the work collaborative relationship between the logistics 
information systems and the logistics system and the Location-Coding Analytical 
Method effectiveness by the examples analysis. Further explain the utility of the 
analysis methods that used analytical methods finding defects in the practical 
application of the Warehouse Management System（WMS）which belongs to the 
logistics information system and designed solutions to solve the problems. This is also 
the concrete manifestations of the results and proceeds in this thesis which analyzed 
by creating Location-Coding Analytical Method. It is helpful to relevant reform and 
in-depth study with the logistics system in the tobacco industry. 
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从 15、16 世纪起，人类文明开始由农业文明向工业文明迈进。17、18 世纪
的政治革命引发了第一次工业革命，产生了由工场手工业发展到机器大生产的一
个飞跃。在第二次工业革命的推动下，19 世纪是工业文明时代确立和扩展的世
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